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by George Bult

I won't attempt to tell you
how to enjoy your method of
fishing. 1 can tell you how to
get the most pleasure out of
your fishing.
There are those anglers who

can take a cane pole rig with a

big fat worm on their hook as

bait, pick a good tree to lean
on; go into a light snooze and
wait until^a straggling fi$h
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comes along and takes bait
which always awakens the
fisherman too late. That can

be fun too, if you like to talk
about the ones that got away.
Then there is the dunker

who uses the same rie and
w

impatiently walks the banks,
lowering the bait here at
random, with no concentration;Alsoexisting is "the
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fisherman who makes those
long casts, almost to the
opposite side of the lake and in
most cases will have to wait all
day for some action.
Now, for the live bait

fisherman we have the ones
who throw their minnows off
the hook at every other cast or

lose it to a smart fish because
the minnow is improperly
hooked.

For the fisherman who looks
for the comfortable tree
nearest the shoreline so he
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find a tree near a deep spot
just off shore, a drop off. He .

will certainly enlarge on his
chances of catching a fish and
probably lose his rig too, if it is
not secured properly. There is
always the chance of a big one

coming^along^ especiaHy near

a drop-off.
Walking the banks and

dunking a worm can be
productive if the fisherman
concentrates on the placing of
the bait. Look for portholes,
and observe the grasses; they
will show you the paths that
fish take in and out of the
cover.

At best, your reel will take
about 300 feet or eight pound
test line. For higher tests
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mere win oe less line on the
reel. When making extremely
long cast the chances are that
you will hang up or miss a

strike. Too much line out
means less control; because of
the excessive stretrh in thp
line.

I still only fish when I am
trying to locate a bass under a

particular structure, then I use
a four-inch minnow. I may
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the minnow at various spots
that are likely to produce bass,
mostly known spots. Cast of
twenty to forty - feet are

sufficient. You can cover more

water with short cast, which
increases your possibility of
making a catch.
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cutting
and little pruning jobs.
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